
Frankenstein Research Essay English 1302 
 

Works Cited Due at the beginning of your class Friday 2/21 
A full length, typed, MLA formatted rough draft is due at the beginning of your class on block day 2/26-2/27 

The final draft hard copy is due at the beginning of your class on Friday 3/6. It must also be submitted to turnitin.com 
by 7:15 am on Friday 3/6. Please make every effort to get the hard copy to me on this day! 

 
Choose one of the topics and develop a well-organized and thoughtful analysis of the topic. Typing in MLA format, write 
a formal academic essay which is 1200 words (minimum) to 1500 words (maximum). Note: Turnitin.com will count the 
works cited and header in your word count. If you are not sure about the length of your paper, count by hand! I will use 
the word count as listed by your submission to turntin.com (you can see this also). Cite your novel by including a works 
cited entry for your book on the Works Cited page. You will incorporate at least three secondary sources into the essay. 
Incorporation means directly quoting these sources. Summaries/paraphrasing do not count towards this requirement. 
Every secondary source must be quoted at least TWO times (each).  This means your essay will have a minimum of six 
quotes; you may have more. 
 
The essay must be multi-paragraphed with an effective introduction, strong, focused body paragraphs, and a strong 
conclusion that offers a judgment. Make ample references to the novel, including well-chosen, correctly documented 
quotes. Integrate all quotations, making sure you explain their purpose. Do not begin or end a paragraph with a 
quotation. 
 
All essays must be submitted to turnitin.com by 7:15 am on the due date. If you are absent, you are still required to 
submit your paper by 7:15 am or it WILL be counted late. Hard copies are due if you are present in class on the due date. 
If you are absent, the hard copy is due immediately upon your return to school. AHS policy regarding late work will be 
followed. Extensions will not be granted. If you fail to provide a hard copy on the day you return to class, you will receive 
a 5 point penalty off your final grade. 
 
Failure to format correctly will result in a 5 point penalty. Do not exceed 1500 words or you will receive a 5 point 
penalty. If your paper is seriously attempted, but under 1200 words, your paper will receive a 65 and the essay will be 
returned to you without comments.  If your paper is not deemed a serious attempt, your score will be lower than a 
65. 
 
For the research component, you will locate no fewer than three credible literary sources to incorporate into your essay. 
Students may incorporate up to 5 credible sources, and will receive three class days with computer access in class to 
collect these sources. Note that if you add more sources, you must have more quotes! Don’t forget you must quote from 
each source twice. Computer lab time is also available during regularly scheduled tutorials. On the first day in the library, 
you will receive an orientation that will show you how to use the online journal sources. No summaries, overviews, book 
reviews, etc. are allowed.  All articles MUST be in the form of literary criticism. If in doubt, ask the librarian or your 
teacher. Absolutely no Cliff’s Notes, Spark Notes, or other literary summary cites may be used. You are expected to use 
the library’s databases to collect all of your research. Note: Lone Star College has greater access to a variety of 
databases and academic journal than does the high school.  It is very helpful for you to obtain your Lone Star College ID 
with a library barcode on back.  This will give you greater access to resources. 
 
Finally, there will be checkpoints on this essay (works cited page and full rough draft). Failure to participate 
(participation will be defined as submitting the portions of the paper on the due date) will result in a lower grade on the 
essay. Writing workshops will be noted on the syllabus for YOUR benefit. All work must be submitted in proper format.  
 
Any other questions? Be sure to ask. I am available to help you during my tutorial times or by appointment. You may 
also contact me via email or remind 101. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Topic choices:  
 

1. Discuss the theme of the outcast in society as it is revealed in Shelley’s novel. How does rejection or 
abandonment figure in the lives of the Creature and any other characters in the novel? What does Shelley use 
this theme to argue? How effective is this argument? Consider the philosophies of John Locke and Jacque 
Rousseau. Be sure to limit your discussion by choosing characters carefully. Do not attempt to address all of the 
characters (I suggest no more than 2 if your essay is only 1200 words; 3 if you’re going to develop it to 1500 
words)  
 
Dracula option: Use this same topic, but compare and contrast how and why the Creature is an outcast versus 
Dracula. How does the differing treatment of each character contribute to effectiveness of the message, or 
argument each author is trying to make? 

 
2. Redemption is an act of atoning to make up for or correct a mistake, or the state of being redeemed. How does 

Shelley deal with the issue of redemption in the novel? To what extent does she believe redemption is possible 
for human beings? Discuss at least one character as you address this thematic idea, but no more than two.  

 
3. Mary Wollstonecraft, Mary Shelley’s mother, was a famous feminist whose seminal work “A Vindication of the 

Rights of Woman” advocated strongly for women to be allowed to improve both their bodies and mind.  To 
what extent does Mary Shelley’s novel advocate for women to have more power and agency in this novel?  
Discuss at least two characters with depth, but you may include all four female characters in a longer paper. 
Remember that strong arguments will qualify. *If you attempt to argue that Shelley does not, in any way, 
advocate for a stronger women’s role with this novel, your argument will be repetitive and you will miss out on 
the most interesting imagery Shelley uses—which may not result in a strong essay.  
 
Dracula option: use this same topic, but compare and contrast how central female characters are treated in 
each work. Which argument, is ultimately more effective in arguing for greater autonomy and power for women 
in society?  

 
4. The epistolary novel is one which uses letters, articles from newspapers, and journal entries to create mystery 

and a sense of realism.  How effective is the use of this technique in Dracula by Bram Stoker and Frankenstein by 
Mary Shelley? Compare and contrast how this technique enhances, or detracts from the central message, or 
theme of each work.  You may wish to include references to modern works of horror which include a similar 
technique, either in film or novel, but do not allow your commentary on additional works of horror to compose 
more than 1/3 of your total paper length.  
 

5. You may write your own proposal for a topic of your choice and submit to me for approval. Note: submission 
does not mean I will approve it. All submissions must be received by Tuesday, February 18th by the end of your 
class—no exceptions.  

 
*Final note about all prompts: You must do more than prove the theme, character, or technique is in the argument. 

You need to make an argument which responds to the argument of the novel.* 
 
This essay will be graded on a separate rubric than the one listed on the English 1302 Syllabus. 
 
 


